Dilated fixed pupils and respiratory failure: a rare clinical course of Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome
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ABSTRACT

Background Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome (LEMS) is a neuromuscular junction disorder and the clinical triad consists of proximal muscle weakness, autonomic symptoms and reduced tendon reflexes. Sluggish pupillary reflexes are common but dilated fixed pupils are rare.

Case presentation We report a patient with a rare clinical course of LEMS. The patient was hospitalised due to progressive dyspnoea. She was ambulant and independent of oxygen at hospitalisation. The following day she suffered an in-hospital cardiac arrest based on hypoxia due to sputum stasis. The neurology department was consulted since the patient did not trigger on the ventilator after cessation of sedation. On neurological examination, the patient had dilated and fixed pupils, severe muscle weakness and areflexia, but a normal consciousness. Finally, she was diagnosed with LEMS. In this case report, the clinical course and diagnostic workup including anti-VGCC antibody testing, imaging and the results of electrophysiological studies are discussed. We also emphasise the importance of malignancy screening since the conventional chest CT was negative for lung carcinoma, but PET-CT raised a high suspicion for small-cell lung carcinoma.

Conclusions A rare course of LEMS, with early respiratory failure and wide, fixed pupils. Regarding repetitive nerve stimulation, it is important to stimulate long enough to see the incremental response. Furthermore, this study illustrated the importance of malignancy screening with PET-CT when there is a high suspicion of small-cell lung carcinoma with negative conventional CT.

INTRODUCTION

The clinical triad of Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome (LEMS) consists of proximal muscle weakness, autonomic symptoms and reduced tendon reflexes. Presentation with severe respiratory failure has been described, although it is uncommon.1 2 Sluggish pupillary reflexes are common but dilated fixed pupils are rare.3 Additionally, articles regarding the differential diagnosis of bilateral mydriasis do usually not list LEMS.4-6

We present a case of a conscious patient with both respiratory failure and dilated fixed pupils after cardiac resuscitation, ultimately diagnosed with LEMS.

CASE PRESENTATION

A 62-year-old woman with a history of over 50 pack-years of smoking was admitted with dyspnoea. Two weeks prior to hospitalisation, she was evaluated for overall discomfort and progressive symptoms of a dry mouth and eyes and increasing difficulty with ambulation since 8 weeks. On examination, she had a notably dry oral mucosa, without any other abnormalities, especially no dyspnoea. Her pupils were equal and reactive to light. Standard laboratory workup, including a venous blood gas, was normal. Sjögren’s syndrome was suspected.

Two weeks later, she returned with progressive dyspnoea. She now was clearly dyspneic with an oxygen saturation of 90%. Results of routine laboratory testing are listed in table 1. Chest X-ray showed signs of pneumonia and she was admitted at the pulmonology ward.

The next day she suffered an in-hospital cardiac arrest based on hypoxia, which was attributed to sputum stasis. Beforehand, it was reported that the patient was too weak to cough up sputum herself. A significant amount of sputum was removed during bronchoscopic suctioning. Return of spontaneous circulation was achieved after 8 min of resuscitation. Subsequently, she was sedated and intubated. Sedation was terminated the next day, however, she did not trigger on the ventilator afterwards and was severely hypercapnic. Therefore, the neurology was consulted.

Neurological examination

The patient was intubated and had a Glasgow Coma Scale score of E3M6Vtube. On request, she could briefly and marginally open her eyes. She could adequately communicate by weak nodding/headshaking. Both pupils were wide (7–8 mm), fixed and mildly...
deformed (Online supplemental file 1). For detailed information regarding the course of the state of the pupils, see online supplemental file 2. She had hypotonia of all extremities with muscle weakness in arms and legs (Medical Research Council (MRC) scale grade 1 proximally, MRC 4 distally) and absent tendon reflexes with indifferent plantar responses.

### Diagnostic workup

There was a high suspicion of LEMS because of the triad of autonomic disorders, proximal muscle weakness and areflexia. Cerebral MRI excluded an intracranial cause (specifically no brain ischaemia or central pontine myelinolysis).

Nerve conduction studies (day 3 after cardiac arrest) showed normal sensory nerve action potential amplitudes with normal nerve conduction velocities and an extreme low compound motor action potential (CMAP), peak to peak amplitude of the ulnar nerve and median nerve (<1.0 mV), with normal distal motor latencies. Additionally, repetitive nerve stimulation (RNS) was performed of the ulnar nerve, facial nerve and accessory nerve, but there was no decremental response after low frequent stimulation (3 Hz, 5 s) and after high frequent stimulation (20 Hz, 10 s). After maximum voluntary contraction during 30 s and after high rate stimulation (20 Hz during 2 s), no incremental response of the CMAP amplitude was measured. Needle myographic study showed myopathic motor unit action potentials. Despite not (yet) meeting the electrophysiological criteria for LEMS, suspicion remained high because of the characteristic clinical triad. Serum was tested for anti voltage-gated calcium channel (VGCC) antibodies, -acetylcholine receptor antibodies, -GQ1B and anti-Hu, anti-Yo, anti-Ri, anti-CV2, amphiphysin and Ma1/2 antibodies.

### Further course

Treatment with 3,4-diaminopyridine, four times 20 mg daily and IVIg, was initiated. Initially, this led to an increase of muscle strength (proximally an MRC 3 and distally MRC 5), but she still required ventilation. Eventually, her pupils became smaller and responsive to light again. Six days after the first investigation, electrophysiological testing of the ulnar nerve was repeated. With low frequent stimulation (3 Hz, 5 s) a decremental response of >30% (31.2%) was recorded. During 10 s of high frequent stimulation (20 Hz), a decremental response was seen initially followed by an incremental response of >100% (66% increment compared with the first CMAP amplitude, 150% increment compared with the lowest CMAP amplitude, figure 1). These results, together with the low CMAP amplitude found at the first NCS, supported the diagnosis LEMS. Shortly after, the patient tested positive for VGCC antibodies (0.045 nmol/L (reference <0.040 nmol/L)). A paraneoplastic form of LEMS was suspected due to a Delta-P score of 4, correlating with a high chance of (occult) small-cell lung carcinoma (SCLC). However, a conventional chest CT with intravenous contrast was negative for lung carcinoma. Additionally positron emission tomography CT (PET-CT) showed a small but clear intrapulmonary FDG-avid lesion with a pathologically active node, highly suspicious for SCLC. Meanwhile, after 4 weeks of continuous improvement, muscle strength deteriorated to MRC 1 proximally. High-dose prednisone and plasmapheresis were started without result. Biopsy and treatment options were discussed with the patient, but she refused further diagnostic and therapeutic procedures and passed away after extubation.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laboratory results</th>
<th>Normal: Value at hospitalisation</th>
<th>Italic: Two weeks prior to hospitalisation.</th>
<th>Underline: During work-up</th>
<th>Unit of measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leucocytes</td>
<td>12.6 (8.5) ×10⁹/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium</td>
<td>119 (139) mmol/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-reactive protein</td>
<td>6 (7) mg/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage-gated calcium channel antibodies</td>
<td>0.045 nmol/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetylcholine receptor antibodies</td>
<td>0.57 nmol/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial blood gas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>7.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCO₂</td>
<td>41 mm Hg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicarbonate</td>
<td>29 mmol/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base excess</td>
<td>5 mmol/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pO₂</td>
<td>60 mm Hg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Underlined: during workup.
DISCUSSION

We presented a patient, who was diagnosed at the intensive care unit with LEMS.

Developing severe respiratory failure is rare in LEMS. It has been observed that respiratory failure induced by anaesthesia can occur in LEMS patients and that the risk for development of prolonged muscle weakness or postoperative respiratory failure after being exposed to neuromuscular blocking agents is increasing in patients with undiagnosed or untreated LEMS. Rocuronium, used for intubation, may have contributed to clinical deterioration in our patient, as LEMS patients have an increased sensitivity to neuromuscular blocking drugs. However, we feel that the prolonged generalised weakness could not be attributed to a single dose of rocuronium only.

Autonomic dysfunction is part of the classical triad of LEMS, however, when encountering fixed dilated pupils in an otherwise awake patient, LEMS is usually not considered.

The diameter of the pupil is a result of the balance between constriction and dilatation function. Sympathetic nerve stimulation causes pupillary dilatation. The pupil constricts as a reflex in response to light and accommodation and as result of parasympathetic activation. The neurons of the Edinger-Westphal nucleus form the parasympathetic fibres of the third cranial nerve, which synapses in the ciliary ganglion. The ciliary ganglion sends postganglionic axons which innervate the sphincter pupillae muscle as well as the ciliary muscles. Pupil abnormalities in LEMS are thought to be a result of (pupillary) autonomic dysfunction. The return of pupillary light reflexes following administration of 3,4-diaminopyridine supports the hypothesis that the pathophysiological mechanism of autonomic dysfunction in LEMS is similar to that of the muscle weakness and relates to antibody-mediated inhibition of neurotransmitter release in cholinergic autonomic synapses.

(Non-reactive) mydriasis after rocuronium infusion has been reported in literature. However, this encompasses cases with continuous infusion for a prolonged time. In these studies, mydriasis was observed within a range of 8–156 hours after start of continuous infusion. Pupillary response normalised within 12–36 hours after discontinuation. Short-term administration of neuromuscular blocking agents has been shown to have no effect on pupil size.

In cases of rapid sequence intubation (which also applied to our patient), a case series did not find altered pupillary response after administration of rocuronium.

The patient had a normal renal function. Altogether, we deem it highly unlikely that the wide, fixed pupils could be attributed to the rocuronium (alone) and rather were a result autonomic dysfunction in the setting of LEMS. There was no relevant topical application of pharmacological agents that could have caused the mydriasis.

During the first electrophysiological study, our patient contracted during 30s before repeating the measurements and we did not find an incremental response. In practice, voluntary contraction ranges from 10 to 30s, however, a significantly higher diagnostic sensitivity after 10s contraction compared with 30s exercise has been described. Regarding high frequent RNS, it has been reported that the most severe form of LEMS results in an electrophysiological pattern with an initial decremental response at high frequent RNS followed by an incremental response (type 3 response according to Oh). Therefore, it is important to stimulate long enough (in our patient 10s) to see this incremental response.

Our patient had relatively low anti-VGCC antibodies (0.045 nmol/L). Elevated antibodies against VGCC without corresponding clinical symptoms are not specific for LEMS and should be interpreted with caution. Furthermore, studies did not show a correlation between extent of disease, survival and levels of serum anti-VGCC.

The presence of VGCC-antibodies combined with the classic clinical triad including wide fixed pupils, respiratory failure and the electrophysiological results confirmed the diagnosis of LEMS in our patient.

 Highlights

⇒ A rare course of Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome, with early respiratory failure and wide, fixed pupils.
⇒ It is important to stimulate long enough to see the incremental response with repetitive nerve stimulation.
⇒ Emphasises the importance of malignancy screening with PET-CT when there is a high suspicion of small-cell lung carcinoma with negative conventional CT.
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